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ABSTRACT
It is sometimes desirable to perform analog scrambling on an analog signal rather than
digitizing the signal and performing digital encryption and transmission. Analog signal
encryption is usually assumed to offer only a very limited degree of security. However, it
is in fact possible to achieve perfect secrecy (just as is obtained with the one-time pad, for
example) in encrypting an analog signal. The price paid for perfect secrecy is an inevitable
degradation in the quality of the recovered analog signal. Under the constraint of perfect
secrecy, the minimum possible degradation can be specified, at least in principle. This
minimal degradation is a decreasing function of the key size for a fixed length message or
key rate for an ongoing message. This bound on performance is determined by the rate
distortion bounds for optimal digitization of the analog message.
INTRODUCTION
Many schemes have been developed for scrambling of analog signals to achieve varying
degrees of privacy. Nevertheless, there has been very little if any theory to indicate the
fundamental limits on what can be achieved. On the other hand, the encryption of digital
signals is quite well developed. Theoretical results exist and high security techniques are
readily available.
One approach to analog encryption is to first digitize the analog message, then encrypt
digitally. The receiver decrypts and then reconstructs an approximation to the original
analog message. But it is not known if this is indeed the most effective approach. Since the
encrypted digital must be converted into an analog waveform for transmission over an
analog channel, this approach is actually connverting an analog message into another
analog waveform using digits as an intermediary. Hence, digital encryption is simply a
special way of doing the needed analog to analog transformation.
In the field of speech encryption, it is widely recognized that there is a trade-off between
the degree of security and the quality of the recovered speech. However, the fundamental

nature of this trade-off is not well understood. In speech scrambling schemes where
digitization is not used as an intermediary, key size is closely linked to cost or complexity
of the scheme; consequently, the key size in effect controls the trade-off between degree of
security and degradation of the recovered speech. In encryption schemes that first digitize
the speech, high security is obtained by using a key size that is in effect one bit of key for
each bit of digitized speech. In this case, high security is available, but the quality of the
recovered speech is limited directly by the bit rate and hence, indirectly by the key size.
The key size is the number of distinct keys producing distinct scrambling transformations.
Generally, we assume that a key is chosen at random from the ensemble of possible keys.
For a given degree of security, the key size should always geared to the total length of the
message or messages to be encrypted before changing the key. For an ongoing message it
is more appropriate to consider the key rate which is the ratio of key size to message
length or the number of key bits per, unit time of message transmission. There is clearly a
need for a better understanding of the fundamental trade-offs involved in analog signal
encryption.
Recently, a general model for analog encryption was formulated [8] under the assumption
of perfect secrecy and a constraint on key size. Here we clarify these results and their
implications. The conclusion is that analog encryption is not fundamentally better than
encryption via digitization. On the other hand, there is no reason to believe that analog
encryption is fundamentally inferior to digital encryption.
PRIOR WORK
Existing scrambling devices, based largely on ad hoc designs, generally used rolling code
bandsplitting or time segment permutation or a combination of these techniques. Most of
these devices offer workable but “Model T Ford” solutions to the need for privacy and are
grossly inadequate for this modern age of sophisticated signal processing methodology and
large scale integration technology. The systems usually suffer from one or more of the
following deficiencies:
a) residual intelligibility in the scrambled signal, allowing partial detection of contents by
eavesdroppers,
b) greatly degraded quality of the recovered signal after descrambling,
c) excessive processing time delay for applications such as two-wire voice telephony,
d) need for an expanded bandwidth transmission channel
e) easily descrambled by an eavesdropper with modest technical resources,
f) excessively complexity and cost.
Prior appraoches to speech scrambling center largely on what might be called a “jig-saw
puzzle” approach. The waveform or its spectrum is divided into segments and the

segments are permuted to form a scrambled signal with much reduced intelligibility. If the
scrambled signal is transmitted over a sufficiently benign channel, the receiver can isolate
these segments and rearrange them back into order. Inverting and/or permuting frequency
bands with a time varying permutation is a common procedure, but a high residual
intelligibility results. Permutation of time segments within a block of speech requires
relatively long segments to avoid bandwidth expansion and the result is a large processing
time delay as well as some residual intelligibility. Combining both frequency and time
domain operations offers low residual intelligibility but also a notably degraded quality of
the recovered speech signal (after descrambling). The key idea of a jig-saw approach is
that sufficiently large signal “pieces” are being transmitted intact so that the signal integrity
is preserved in the face of most channel degradations that would not bother the
unscrambled signal. A problem with this approach (as with any jig-saw puzzle with large
identifiable pieces) is that it is relatively easy to reconstruct the original without knowing
how the pieces were mixed up.
A third approach is modulo masking where the analog smaples of the speech are altered by
Modulo addition with pseudorandom amplitudes. This method expands the bandwidth to
the half sampling rate and requires sophisticated channel equalization.
Several studies of transform domain scramblers have been proposed but never
implemented. In this approach a group of speech samples are transformed by a linear
matrix operation, the transformed values are then permuted, and the inverse transform is
then forged and the resulting samples transmitted.
One interesting technique introduced by French [5,6] was the permutation of time
segments using a sliding block method. Previously the signal was partitioned into fixed
blocks and segments within each block were rearranged. With this approach, the artificial
boundary between blocks disappears and the scrambled segments can be separated much
farther apart for a given segment length and processing time delay. An important problem
for which fully effective solutions are not known is the design of suitable permutation
sequences for such a scheme. The approach still suffers from long processing delays.
French’s work led to workable scramblers but is limited in security due to the nonuniform
distribution of time delays with his permutation rule and due to the basic segment length
needed to avoid bandwidth expansion.
An interesting approach studied briefly at Jet Propulsion Labs but never implemented or
published is the use of a sliding block approach on individual samples of the signal rather
than on segments.[10,18] The JPL scheme requires effective permutation rules to avoid
bandwidth expansion.

PERFECT SECRECY
Perfect secrecy is the condition where the enciphered signal is statistically independent of
the original message. If this condition is satisfied, observation of the ciphertext is totally
useless to the cryptanalyst. It is in fact achievable for digital signal encryption as in the
well known one-time pad which requires one bit of randomly generated key for each
message bit.
DEGRADATION OF RECOVERED ANALOG SIGNAL
In analog encryption we must always expect and tolerate a certain amount of degradation
of the recovered analog message. Random noise on the channel of course introduces
degradation even if nothing else does. Assume we have some suitable measure of
degradation for comparing the original and recovered signals. We then can define an
“optimal” encryption system as one for which the degradation is the least possible subject
to the constraints of perfect secrecy and a fixed key size.
Any digitization system will of course introduce some degradation due to quantization of
the analog amplitudes.
PERFORMANCE LOWER BOUND
Suppose we could design the very best digital encoding system possible for a given bit
rate. Then we could achieve perfect secrecy encryption by modulo 2 addition of one key
bit with each message bit, the resulting signal could be applied to a modem producing an
analog waveform, transmitted, and at the receiver, the demodulated bit stream can be
decrypted and the decoder finally will produce a recovered analog signal. If we neglect
channel errors, this scheme introduces a degradation only due to the quantization or source
coding process and it does achieve perfect secrecy. This scheme achieves a performance in
degradation versus key rate that is exactly equal to the performance of the optimal source
coding scheme in degradation versus encoded bit rate. This gives a lower bound on the
best achievable performance of any analog encryption system. In other words, the best
possible analog encryption system (for a given degradation and key rate) should do at least
as well as the above scheme which uses digital encryption as an intermediary.
PERFORMANCE UPPER BOUND
It is less trivial to determine whether it is possible for an analog encryption system to do
better than the above performance. In the previous study [8] it was shown that in fact we
cannot. In other words, no analog encryption system can achieve a better trade-oft
between degradation and key rate than a digital encoding system for the same analog

signal can achieve in trade-off between degradation and bit-rate. Although not altogether
surprising, the result is not so apparent. After all, how can we prove that no matter what
kind of analog processing operation you do for scrambling, by whatever jig-saw puzzle or
other methods, you cannot do better than this performance bound? The proof is a bit tricky
and will not be given here. The basic idea is to suppose you found some fancy analog
scrambling system that gives less degradation than the above bound for a given key rate
and achieves perfect secrecy. The basic idea is to show that the key stream available to the
receiver contains all the information needed to recover the original analog signal with the
given degradation. and that this would imply that we could digitize and recover an analog
signal with a degradation lower than theoretically possible for the given bit rate.
EXAMPLE
To illustrate the implications of our main result, consider the case of speech encryption.
Suppose the message is a 10 second segment of speech bandlimited to 4 kHz and sampled
at a rate of 10 kHz. The message is a discrete-time analog signal that can be viewed as a
random vector of dimension 100,000. The possible values it can take on is based on the
ensemble of all possible speech segments of 10 seconds duration. Suppose we digitize
with the best possible LPC encoding scheme operating at a rate of 4800 bits per second.
The digitized message then consists of 48,000 bits. Let D denote the degradation of the
reconstructed speech segment, using some suitable performance measure. Finally, suppose
we have a key size of 48,000 bits. Then, by the one-time pad approach we may encrypt
this speech segment with perfect secrecy via digitization and digital encryption and recover
the signal with degradation D.
Now assuming the LPC encoding system is optimal, we can use this scheme to bound the
performance of any analog scrambling whatever that operates on a 10 second speech
segment using a key size of 48,000 bits. The conclusion is simply that no such system can
achieve a degradation of the recovered signal less than D.
Of course the key size discussed here is rather unrealistic. Most speech scrambling
schemes use very limited number of distinct scrambling transformationson a 10 second
segment of speech. Usually this limitation is a result of the desire to avoid expanding the
bandwidth of the scrambled signal. They may achieve a degradation lower than D, but only
at the price of having very low security - far from the ideal “perfect secrecy”. Most such
systems have some degree of residual intelligibility in the scrambled signal.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Perfect secrecy is of course a mathematical idealization and is rarely achievable in
practice. The key size must be small for practicality while the message size is usually very

large. With suitable nonlinear pseudorandom sequence generators a short key can be used
to generate a long pseudorandom sequence which in effect is used as a “pseudokey” or a
“keystream”. That keystream may then be used for encryption as if it were a true key. If
the key expansion is effectively chosen and the original key size is modestly large (100
bits could be quite adequate), then the security of such a system could be extremely high,
although it would not be perfect secrecy. It seems plausible to expect that the results of
this paper remain valid if the constraint of perfect secrecy is replaced with a more realistic
and suitably defined constraint of “high security”.
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